
Making pens with photographs or other personal touches is a great way to express 
yourself and touch the lives of others. Here are a few notes to go with the other 
pages: 

-Safety concerns: 

 Odor: outdoors or well ventilated areas, mask rated for fumes. Other brands of 
resin? 

 Paper cuts: ☺  Make sure you clean them as they can easily become infected. 

 Skin irritation: see label on resin you are using 

-Things I’ve learned: 

 Do not cover up a design underneath, it can bleed through. Always remove any 
old paper, glue etc 

 You can’t rush a cure but the hot sunshine can speed it up a bit 

 Brighter, less detailed photos work better 

 Trim exactly what you need end to end and use a slight (2mm) overlap or less 

 Plan your overlap in advance when you do your test roll before gluing 

 Keep dust from your pours, no fingerprints, touch only on outer edges 

 If it is a failure you can turn off the old and start over sanding any remaining 
glue off of your pen tube. 

 If you don’t want to waste casting resin you can put spacers on the ends so long 
as you can coat the tubes and ends evenly 

 Turn as you would any acrylic pen blank: sharp tools, a gentle touch and don’t 
rush it 

 I sand mine to 320 and then wet sand through the grits I have ( I believe 12000 
is my final) and then buff them. I apply no finish.  

 Assemble as usual but make sure the picture shows comfortably if you have a 
pen clip as it rests in your hand to write with it. Try it before you press fit your pen. 

-Other pen styles besides photos: sports, outdoors, seasons, random colors, use up 
trimmings from pen blanks?  

Most of all, have fun with it… there are many options with casting resins beyond pens


